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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP H

JAPAN
Group H is perhaps of all the groups, the group with the most balanced odds for
each team to go through to the knockout round. While Japan certainly possess
talented players and have not missed a World Cup since their 1998 debut, they
consistently underwhelm once they arrive at the big show. This summer may not be
any different for them, especially given the turmoil in terms of the now former head
coach Vahid Halilhodzic being sacked one month ago.  

With players like Shinji Kagawa, or Keisuke Honda, Genki Haraguchi, or even
Leicester City’s Shinji Okasaki, Japan will field the talent to win games. However,
their form since qualifying for the World Cup has been at times worrying. Despite
topping their World Cup Qualifying group, Japan has struggled in some of their
recent friendly games. 

TEAM CAPTAIN
MAKOTO HASEBE 

CAPTAIN: Makoto Hasebe (Eintracht Frankfurt) 

At one time, he was quite possibly the best striker in the world. A horrific
knee injury in combination with a couple rough seasons after his recovery
has shifted the general opinion of him. But make no mistake, he still
possesses the world-class ability and all important striker instinct when he
is provided good service. After his move to Monaco, he has found some
redemption and more importantly gotten a lot of his swagger back. His
knee injury robbed him of a few years in his prime and he missed the World
Cup in 2014. This summer, he will look to lead his country out of Group H.  

COACH: Akira Nishino 

The former technical director
of Japan has been promoted to
coach but is more like a
caretaker due to the sudden
nature of Vahid Halilhodzic’s
sacking. His first game in
charge will be Japan’s first
game of the tournament
against Colombia.  
  

COUNTRY PROFILE
World Cup appearance: 6th 

Best World Cup finish: Round of 16 (2002, 2010) 

2014 finish: Group stage (0-1-2) 

Qualifying: Topped Asia’s Group B ahead of Saudi Arabia, Australia 

Schedule:  Colombia (Tuesday, June 19, 11 a.m. EST), Senegal (Sunday, June 24, 11 a.m. EST), Poland
(Thursday, June 28, 10 a.m. EST)  
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP H

X-Factor:  Shinji Kagawa
(Borussia Dortmund) 

Arguably their best player,
Kagawa is a household name
due to his stint with Manchester
United. An incredibly technically
gifted footballer, he will look to
be a creative spark for Japan and
pull the strings in the attack.  

Top U23 Player: Takuma
Asano (VFL Stuttgart) 

When you are a transfer target
for Real Madrid and Barcelona
at the age of 20, you clearly
possess a lot of potential. He
instead chose to leave Ajax
after just one successful
season and sign for
Tottenham. He had an
impressive first season
considering how difficult it is
for defenders let alone young 

How will they play? Projected Line-Up
Projected lineup (4-2-3-1): Eiji Kawashima; Hiroki Sakai, Maya Yoshida,
Tomoaki Makino, Yuto Nagatomo; Makoto Hasebe, Hotaru Yamaguchi;
Keisuke Honda, Shinji Kagawa, Genki Haraguchi; Yuya Osako. 

Breakdown
Why root for them?: They are Asia’s best hope and there is something
admirable about how technical all of their players are.to go all the way. 

Why root against them?: They have the potential to be the last place team
in this group and may not be incredibly competitive in some matchups.  

If you’re going to watch one game …Japan vs Colombia. The opening
game is the first game in charge for their manager, which is rare, to say
the least.  

They have never played a game under Nishino, so there’s no way to tell. 

players to adjust to the demands and rigors of the Premier League and
Champions League. He will be partnered by Yerry Mina, who is also another
top U23 player and was recently signed by Barcelona.  
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP H

SENEGAL
World Cups have historically given fans surprise moments and plenty of examples
of teams exceeding expectations and providing dramatic upsets. Senegal have the
potential to provide fans with all of the above this summer. They already have one
of the greatest World Cup upsets in history, with their 2002 victory against France.
That was their only other appearance in a World Cup, but what an appearance it
was. They got to the quarterfinals after successfully navigating their group and
dramatically defeating Sweden in the round of 16. 

Where there is hope, there should also be a pragmatic evaluation of the fact that
this will be Senegal’s second appearance at the World Cup. They did not have the
most successful African Cup of Nations and were eliminated in the quarterfinals.
Their head coach, Aliou Cisse, is a Senegalese legend and captained Senegal during
their amazing run in 2002, but he faces a difficult task of translating the wonderful
talent his roster possesses into results.   

TEAM CAPTAIN KOUYATE

CAPTAIN: Cheikhou Kouyate (West Ham United) 

The energetic midfielder will be crucial in inspiring good performances for
Senegal this summer. As with several other players, his club future is up in
the air after a difficult season with West Ham United. He will, however, not
be without many suitors especially if he leads Senegal the same way his
coach did in 2002.  

COACH:  Aliou Cisse 

The captain of Senegal’s 2002
successful World Cup run, he
will look to lend his experience
and guide Senegal out of the
group stage into the knockout
rounds.  

COUNTRY PROFILE
World Cup appearance: 2nd 

Best World Cup finish: Quarterfinals (2002) 

2014 finish: Did not qualify 

Qualifying: Topped Africa’s Group ahead of Burkina Faso, Cape Verde, and South Africa 

Schedule: Poland (Tuesday, June 19, 8 a.m. EST), Japan (Sunday, June 24, 11 a.m. EST), Colombia
(Thursday, June 28, 10 a.m. EST)  
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP H

X-Factor: Sadio Mane
(Liverpool) 

After the breakout season he just
had, Mane has the potential to
shine on the world stage this
summer with Senegal. Similar to
James Rodriguez last World Cup,
Mane has the potential to make a
statement in international
football with a team that will be
centered around him. His team
possesses power and pace in all
the right position, but he will  

Top U23 Player: Keita Balde
(Monaco) 

As FT reported, he is one of the
players in our African
Transcendent XI and has the
potential to become a truly
world class player one day.
Pace, power, and technique
are all combined in a
wonderful blend and he will
surely benefit from all the
attention Sadio Mane will  

How will they play? Projected Line-Up

Projected lineup (4-3-3): Khadim N’Diaye; Youssouf Sabaly, Kalidou
Koulibaly, Salif Sane, Lamine Gassama; Cheikhou Kouyate, Idrissa Gueye,
Alfred N’Diaye; Keita Balde Diao, Diafra Sakho, Sadio Mane. 

Breakdown
Why root for them?: Senegal possesses the talent to recreate their magical
quarterfinal run of 2002. Everyone loves a Cinderella story.  

Why root against them?: Maybe you are Polish, Columbian, or Japanese?
Otherwise, no good reason! 

If you’re going to watch one game … Senegal vs Poland. Their first game
will be their first real test and will set the tone for their group stage
hopes.  

Cisse, the manager, might not even know yet. He has constantly experimented
with different formations and different tactics. Senegal possesses the players to
allow them to press fairly high. Does Cisse have the managerial acumen to
tactically navigate the group stage? Senegal will hope he can again lead them,
like in 2002, but this time from the bench instead of the field. 

receive. After a relatively successful first season with Monaco, Balde will look
to bring that confidence to his performances with Senegal.   

look to provide the decisive moments that will win them enough points to
navigate their group. What better way to get over his recent Champions League
final disappointment with Liverpool than to score goals for his country? 
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP H

POLAND
When you possess one the world’s best and most prolific strikers, sometimes
expectations can be misconstrued. Robert Lewandowski is a world-class player of
the highest pedigree, and perhaps this World Cup will be the tournament in which
they maximize his talents. Their FIFA ranking slightly betrays their talent; however,
Poland will fully expect to get out of the group and progress into the knockout
rounds. After topping their UEFA World Cup Qualifying group, Poland will come into
this tournament with little turnover from the squad that lost to Portugal on
penalties in the quarterfinals of Euro 2016.  

Recently, Poland has attracted attention for the way they manipulated the FIFA
ranking system and thus are ranked 10th. This is important because the seeding
process for the World Cup is largely influenced by your ranking. By refusing to play
friendly games in the period directly before the draw, Poland effectively jumped up
the rankings. Poland should be pleased when they compare themselves to their
opponents in Group H.  

TEAM CAPTAIN LEWANDOWSKI

CAPTAIN: Robert Lewandowski (Bayern Munich) 

He led all attackers with 16 goals in qualifying, including three hattricks. His
club future may be shrouded in doubt, but he finished the season as
Bundesliga top scorer and champion with Bayern Munich. Lewandowski
will look to lead the line for his country and inspire them to progress into
the knockout rounds.  

COACH: Adam Nawalka 

Adam Nawalka was voted to
the team of the tournament
at the 1978 World Cup as a
19-year-old. The rest of his
career was unfortunately
altered due to injuries, but he
has certainly made an
impression as a coach. He
has been with the national
team since October 2013 and
he has a record of over 24
wins from 45 games. 

COUNTRY PROFILE
World Cup appearance: 8th 

Best World Cup finish: 3rd place (1974, 1982) 

2014 finish: Did not Qualify 

Qualifying: Topped UEFA Group E ahead of Denmark, Montenegro 

Schedule: Senegal (Tuesday, June 19, 8 a.m. EST), Colombia (Sunday, June 24, 2 p.m. EST), Japan
(Thursday, June 28, 10 a.m. EST) 
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP H

X-Factor: Arkadiusz Milik (Napoli) 

Milik is a forward that on his day can
completely change a game with his
production. He has had horrible
luck with injuries ever since his
breakout performances at Euro
2016. If he is fit, he will partner
Lewandowski and add an extra
element to Poland’s attack.  

Top U23 Player: Karol Linetty
(Sampdoria) 

Yet another talented, young
midfield player that could use a
successful World Cup campaign
to benefit future club
aspirations. A very well-
rounded player, he will be
responsible in maintaining a
balance between the defense
and attack.  

How will they play?

Projected Line-Up
Projected lineup (4-2-3-1): Wojciech Szczesny; Lukasz Piszczek, Kamil
Glik, Michal Pazdan, Maciej Rybus; Grzegorz Krychowiak, Karol Linetty;
Jakub Blaszczykowski, Piotr Zielinski, Kamil Grosicki; Robert
Lewandowski 

Breakdown
Why root for them?: Robert Lewandowski is an inspiring player to watch. He
really gives everything for his country and has the talent to take them out of
the group stage.  

Why root against them?: Their playing style is not the most exciting and can
be methodical at times.  
  
If you’re going to watch one game…Poland vs Senegal. Their first game
will be their first real test due to the fact that they do not play so many
friendly games. 

As alluded to before, Milik’s fitness will largely affect Nawalka’s plans and
tactics. Milik has been Poland’s second-most highly-rated player, but he’s just
returned from his latest torn knee ligament for the final few months of the club
season. However, Nawalka may decide for more balance in midfield and use
Milik as an impact substitute player. 
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP H

COLOMBIA
Could Colombia make another run to the quarterfinals? They certainly possess the
talent and the pedigree. They announced themselves to the world in a big way in
2014 and one player completely epitomizes their hopes this summer; James
Rodriguez. He is surrounded by other talented players and a coach in Jose
Pekerman that knows how to get the best out of his team. After narrowly escaping
the gauntlet that is CONMEBOL World Cup Qualifying with a last-ditch draw against
Peru, Colombia will feel confident in navigating this group especially if they win
their first game against Japan. Colombia will, however, hope for more consistent
performances than they had in qualifying. 

Pekerman has created a bit of turnover from his 2014 squad, but in a group with
relatively inexperienced teams on the international stage, Colombia knows what
they do well. They defend well and rely upon James Rodriguez to create. With
Rademel Falcao having resurrected his career in the last two seasons with Monaco,
and Juan Cuadrado still possessing the electrifying pace he does, Colombia will
consider themselves favorites in this group.  

TEAM CAPTAIN
RADAMEL FALCAO

CAPTAIN: Radamel Falcao (Monaco) 

At one time, he was quite possibly the best striker in the world. A horrific
knee injury in combination with a couple rough seasons after his recovery
has shifted the general opinion of him. But make no mistake, he still
possesses the world-class ability and all important striker instinct when he
is provided good service. After his move to Monaco, he has found some
redemption and more importantly gotten a lot of his swagger back. His
knee injury robbed him of a few years in his prime and he missed the World
Cup in 2014. This summer, he will look to lead his country out of Group H.  

COUNTRY PROFILE
World Cup appearance: 6th  
   
Best World Cup finish: Quarterfinals (2014) 

2014 finish: Lost in the quarterfinals to Brazil 

Qualifying: Finished fourth in South America 

Schedule: Japan (Tuesday, June 19, 11 a.m. EST), Poland (Sunday, June 24, 2 p.m. EST), Senegal
(Thursday, June 28, 10 a.m. EST) 

COACH: Jose Pekerman 

Colombia is so grateful for their Argentinian coach that they have given him
Colombian citizenship. He knows his teams' strengths and their weaknesses
but most importantly, he knows how to coax good performances out of his
players when they need it most. 
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WORLD CUP 2018 GROUP H

X-Factor: James Rodriguez (FC
Bayern Munich) 

Arguably the best “10” in the
world, Messi excluded. He is a
wonderfully gifted footballer and
saves his best performances for
Colombia. Rodriguez had a
breakout performance at the last
World Cup in 2014 and scored
the goal of the tournament. His 6
goals inspired Colombia to
exceed expectations and after
his successful first season at  

Top U23 Player: Davinson
Sanchez (Tottenham) 

When you are a transfer target
for Real Madrid and Barcelona
at the age of 20, you clearly
possess a lot of potential. He
instead chose to leave Ajax
after just one successful
season and sign for
Tottenham. He had an
impressive first season
considering how difficult it is
for defenders let alone young 

How will they play?

James is given the freedom to take his playmaking prowess wherever on the
field he deems necessary. It will be interesting to see which striker partners
Falcao, and whether it is Muriel or Bacca. Colombia play a high press at times,
but Pekerman has made sure they are tactically flexible. 

Projected Line-Up
Projected lineup (4-2-3-1): David Ospina; Santiago Arias, Yerry Mina,
Davinson Sanchez, Frank Fabra; Abel Aguilar, Carlos Sanchez; Juan
Cuadrado, James Rodriguez, Luis Muriel; Radamel Falcao. 

Breakdown
Why root for them?: Colombia provided fans with some of the best
celebrations in World Cup 2014. They surely have some new ones in store
this summer.  

Why root against them?: Radamel Falcao was caught on tape ostensibly
telling Peruvian players to play for a draw in their last CONMEBOL match so
that both teams would qualify.  

If you’re going to watch one game …Colombia vs Senegal. This game will
pit two teams with contrasting styles but both full of talent.  

players to adjust to the demands and rigors of the Premier League and
Champions League. He will be partnered by Yerry Mina, who is also another
top U23 player and was recently signed by Barcelona.  

Bayern Munich, he will arrive confident and in good form this summer. A lot has
been written about his time at Real Madrid, but people forget that in his first
season, under a coach that rated him, he scored 17 goals and chipped in with 16
assists. Even after things became difficult with Zidane, he always maintained a
high level and scored important goals. Rodriguez has the potential to be a
standout player at this tournament.  
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